
TRUSTEES BOARD MEETING MINUTES
Buccleuch Hotel

Thursday 28th July, 2016, 19.30

Present :         Peter Bower, Colin Brydon, Jon Haydon,
Tom Mulholland, Robbie Porteous, Peter Beck-Samuels

Welcome & Apologies:

Tom welcomed everyone to the first Trustees Meeting.  There were no apologies.  Tom
was welcomed back to the chair after his break in Canada, and he noted that there may
be completed membership forms arriving from there!

Notes of Members’ Meeting held on 20.07.16:

These were accepted as a true record, and could be forwarded to members.

Jon noted that the minutes of the Steering Group meeting held on 13th June had not
been noted.  As final minutes from the Steering Group they did not need to be formally
accepted, but the following matters arising were noted:

● The issue of the outbuildings on the beech wood drive had been passed on to
Tom Pottinger

● Jon confirmed that he has joined the 3rd Sector, SCVO and CWA [£30] on behalf
of MCW

Matters Arising:

It was confirmed that office bearers for the organisation for the first year should be:
● Chair:          Tom Mulholland
● Treasurer:   Jon Haydon
● Secretary:    Peter Beck-Samuels
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Subgroup Updates:

Community Engagement:

There has been no further meeting.  It was confirmed that Juliet had been to the
Academy to talk to Lesley Watson, and she and some teachers were interested in
further involvement.

Objectives: These were approved [with left justification!], The only change being
to include fund-raising within the finance section.

Moffat Show:
● The Objectives would be displayed at the Moffat Show, together with laminat-

ed maps to act as foci for discussion
● Robbie to send e-mail to Peter BS for forwarding to members
● Most Trustees were able to support the day - timetable to be drawn up by

Robbie
● Robbie to get quotes for a pop-up banner
● It was agreed not to pursue a gazebo since a good quality one is very

expensive
● Membership form needs updating to include funding logos [BLF and govern-

ment]

FAQ’s:  It was agreed that Community Engagement group would look at this,
with view to including on the website.

Hill Management:

The first meeting was poorly attended, but there were 8/9 at the second meeting.

Surveys: Ben B-H offered to do a desk-top ESC1 survey [? Ecological Site
Classification] by end of July. Andy MacDonald will follow up with an on-site fauna
and flora survey beginning of August. The issue of soil types on the site has been
raised; Nick Dowdell felt there was no need to explore this since there are only 2
major types. It was noted that there is a Scottish Soils website - Peter BS to forward
to Ben B-H.

Planting:
● It was agreed to plan for 1500 / hectare to take account of failure [requirement

is 110 / hectare]
● Majority of planting will need to be commercial:  speed of planting, steep and

rough terrain. But some planting can be by volunteers, e.g. the Tesco ‘bags
of help’ site

● It is still not clear which areas have already been replanted with conifers: to
go back to Nick Dowdell to confirm. Still to be decided whether we should
leave these trees or remove some or all of them

● Following site surveys, there is evidence of considerable natural regeneration
in some parts of the hill, mainly birch and rowan.  Ben B-H will send round
ideas as how best to use these; it may include using them as a ‘nursery’ for
replanting elsewhere, avoiding the need to purchase some species

● The suggestion that individuals could collect and donate their own naturally
occurring tree seedlings was not thought to be viable, since the FC would not
accept the provenance of the trees

● John Ramsay has started setting out some bike trails, and is developing
ideas for incorporation on the hill, taking into account footpaths etc.
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Job Description: Jon has circulated this. To send responses to Jon within 1
week prior to sending out to advert. Agreed that should be advertised on Facebook,
CWA, Borders Forest Trust, Moffat Online, and local adverts. It was noted that David
Knight [SLF] had asked to see the draft.

It was noted that a lot of time was spent in replying to e-mails.  This was counter
productive, and discussion is better dealt with at sub-group meetings.  Tom agreed
to pick up this issue.

Finance:

There has not been a further meeting of the group yet.

Hogmanay 2017:
Jon informed the meeting that the booking for Hogmanay in 2017 has been refused,
and deposit monies returned.  There was considerable annoyance expressed at this
attitude, but agreed not to follow it up.  An alternative suggestion of perhaps a bonfire
on the Hill was met with considerable enthusiasm.

Celebrate: The funding opportunity via BLF for a 12 month project which support-
ed community development and cohesion was discussed. Robbie suggested  look-
ing at an art-based sculpture project along the lines of ‘Star Chairs’ which would
support the dark skies status.  He felt it would encourage people to go up the hill, and
would add to its attraction.  Colin was of the opposite view, that the hill should be
appreciated just as it was.  Tom supported the idea of something which recognised
the dark sky status in principle, and agreed to talk to Jim Paterson in the first
instance, before possibly asking for a wider membership view.  Peter BS to check on
timescales for submission.

Fund-raising Options:  Colin’s very comprehensive list was discussed.  It was
noted that Rhona Cox has offered to look at the idea of ‘adopt a tree’.  The sub-group
will identify priorities from the list and encourage member volunteers to lead on them.

Legal Update:

The e-mail which had been received from Tom was discussed in detail:

Para 1:  There is frustration in delay in producing a draft document of sale;  we
need to push for an early resolution
Para 2:  This is in line with our proposal; wait to see more detail
Para 3:  We still await detailed proposals, but are still concerned as to the
reason for this
Para 4:  These are totally unacceptable.  These are new conditions which
have never been raised before.  The sale cannot be dependent on restriction on us
once in ownership.  Also, as a charity,  it is not legally allowable for us to offer to
resell to a commercial organisation. It is felt that SLF would not confirm the grant
under these restrictions: to check with David Knight.
Tom Pottinger to be informed of our annoyance and frustration, and to request an
early resolution of the issues.
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Finance Report:

Jon provided an update to the financial movements:

Awards for All:  there has been some expenditure for Moffat Show, and there
will be further use for that purpose
Investing in Ideas: the funding is committed or the revenue support to the Project
Officer
Tesco ‘Bags of Help’: decision in August
ANCBC:  decision end of July

It was noted from previous discussion that Jon would produce some guidelines for
use by the Board in relation to financial issues, including approval of expenditure and
governance issues.

It was noted that we will need to have in place liability insurance for when we take
over ownership. Jon to investigate options; Peter BS to forward details of Town Hall
insurers.

Gift Aid:

It was agreed that we should institute this; for Finance Sub-group to pick up.

Scottish Land Fund:

The first tranche of monies has been approved for transfer [in next 10 days];  balance
will be in November

Members’ Forum:

It was agreed that this should continue as previously, as long as discussion was
restricted to the specified item on the agenda; and that consideration was given to
items which should be ‘closed’ items.

AOCB:

Jon noted that he had been in discussion with a resident on the Beechwood access,
and had offered to meet with those residents adjacent.  There has been no response,
but it was agreed that we should be proactive in arranging meetings of adjacent
residents [including Archbank] as and when we have legal ownership; the Commu-
nity Engagement sub-group to organise.

DONM:

Thursday 25th August, 19.30, in the Buccleuch.
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